Detection of Change with Time
Series of Satellite Images
•A more detailed version is in
\Course\4\Detection_of_change_2015.pdf or at
http://www.wimsoft.com/Course/4/Detection_of_change_2015.pdf
•Detection of change is a hot topic due to the threat of global climate
change.
•Satellite data provide large scale, near-simultaneous coverage but
have a number of problems: Satellite time series are
(1) too short, (2) may be biased (e.g. CDOM effect on band-ratio Chl
algorithm), (3) changing calibration; (4) inter-sensor bias when using
time series from multiple sensors.
•In this tutorial we try several methods of change detection with
WIM/WAM.
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Detection of change in Time Series
Almost ideal time series: long, consistent trend, consistent annual cycle, high signal/error!

The “Keeling curve”
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Detection of change in Time Series
Const + Sin + Noise, R2 = 0.000, Y=0.017-0.002 * X

Time series may have: trend + annual cycle + noise
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a trend
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Detection of Change of Arctic Sea Ice
Detection of change using “Sea Ice Concentrations from Nimbus-7 SMMR and
DMSP SSM/I Passive Microwave Data”, http://nsidc.org/data/nsidc-0051.html.

•final-gsfc - 1978-2014
•near-real-time - 2015
nasateam algorithm
applied to SSM/I-F8, -F11, F13 daily data, 25 km
resolution, polar stereo
projection
•Long (1978-present ~ 37 yr)
•No gaps
•Clear trends
•Small files
•Good for learning
techniques
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Detecting changes in ice concentration

Sample ice image (in C:\Sat\Ice\nasateam_final_N_mo) and the uncheck
option to override LUT in WIM Settings-Misc-Override LUT in HDF.
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Detecting change interactively
How to separate months?
cd C:\Sat\Ice\nasateam_final_N_mo
mkdir July
move nt_????07*.hdf July
•Right Click – Properties => 37 years of July!
•Load all July images with File-Open (
icon ion Toolbar)
•Delete the last one (of 1979)!
•Use Examine – Spectral Plot
•Start dragging mouse pointer
from the Spectral Plot window
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Detecting change interactively
cd C:\Sat\Ice\nasateam_final_N_mo
mkdir July
move nt_????07*.hdf July => time series of July ice fraction
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Detecting change with wam_trend
•move the July files back to nasateam_final_N_mo folder

cd C:\Sat\Ice\
wam_trend nasateam_final_N_mo\nt_????05*.hdf Sen 95
wam_trend nasateam_final_N_mo\nt_????06*.hdf Sen 95
wam_trend nasateam_final_N_mo\nt_????07*.hdf Sen 95
……….
……….
rename nt_----05__trend_sen_95.hdf nt_1979-2014_may_trend_sen_95.hdf
rename nt_----06__trend_sen_95.hdf nt_1979-2014_jun_trend_sen_95.hdf
rename nt_----07__trend_sen_95.hdf nt_1979-2014_jul_trend_sen_95.hdf
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May

June

July

Trends in ice concentration for May, June and July, 1979-2013.
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Creating time series with wam_statist
cd C:\Sat\Ice
dir /b /s nasateam_final_N_mo > list_nasateam_mo.txt
•Use C:\Sat\Ice\list_nasateam_mo.txt and C:\Sat\Ice\mask_novzem1.hdf
•Output to C:\Sat\Ice\nasateam_mo_novzem.csv, after it finishes, load
the csv file to Excel, make plots
Select Separator Semicolon if in French (France)
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Creating anomalies with wam_anomaly
cd C:\Sat\Ice\
wam_anomaly nasateam_final_N_mo\*.hdf 12
mkdir anomaly
move *anomaly.* anomaly
mkdir means
move *Means.hdf means\Means.hdf
move *Validcounts.hdf means\ValidCounts.hdf
……..

Creating time series of anomalies with wam_statist

dir /b /s C:\Sat\Ice\anomaly\*.hdf > list_anomaly_mo.txt
Or using wam_statist_mask anomaly\*.hdf
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Creating time series of anomalies
wam_statist to create a time series of anomalies.
Using the same sample mask image mask_novzem1.hdf but with a
different list of images (list_anomaly_mo.txt).
Save the output to C:\Sat\Ice\nasateam_mo_novzem_anomaly.csv
Load the output CSV file into Excel and create plots.

Select Separator Semicolon if in French (France)
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Detecting Change between two Images
cd C:\Sat\Ice\
wam_change nasateam_final_N_mo\nt_200006_f13_v01_n.hdf
nasateam_final_N_mo\nt_201106_f17_v01_n.hdf
wam_change nasateam_final_N_mo\nt_201008_f17_v01_n.hdf
nasateam_final_N_mo\nt_201208_f17_v01_n.hdf

Changes in ice concentration
over 10 years
Jun-2000  Jun-2011 (left
panel) and
Aug-2010  Aug-2012 (right
panel).
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Example: Monthly net primary production
(NPP) in a part of the Gulf of California
•Increase of the annual
maxima since 2001
•Regime shift?
•Annual minima not changed
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Detecting changes in phytoplankton bloom magnitude
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Detecting changes in bloom magnitude and timing
(a) Mean annual cycle of CHL in
central Baltic Sea for 1997-2013
(solid line) compared with CHL
measured in situ in 1985-1989
(dashed line, from Kahru et al.,
1991).
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(b) Temporal changes in the start
and end of the “high chlorophyll
season” (CHL >= 3 mg m-3) in the
Baltic Sea. The connected
markers and the respective
regression lines are (from left to
right): day when CHL = 3.0 mg m3 is reached for the first time
(DFCHL3, circles) and day when
CHL = 3.0 mg m-3 is reached for
the last time (DLCHL3, squares)
during the season

Detecting global changes in
phytoplankton bloom magnitude
•Input data assumed in C:\Sat, copied from DVD:\Sat

Data consistency! Example of an inconsistent time series due to bias between
early versions of SeaWiFS and MODISA Chla data (from Gregg and Casey, 2010).
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Detecting global changes in
phytoplankton bloom magnitude
•Input data assumed in C:\Sat, copied from DVD:\Sat
•To detect change, we want to use as long time period as possible.
We have 8 months of OCTS (1996-1997), SeaWiFS data (19972010), MODIS-Aqua (2002-2014), MERIS (2003-2012).
1. OCTS (O*.hdf, 1996-1997, NASA, version 2014.0)
2. ESA-CCI vers. 2.0 merged SeaWiFS, MODISA and MERIS data
for 1997/09/04-2012/12/31 (E*.hdf).
3. Merged (averaged) MODISA + VIIRS (NASA, version 2014 for
MODISA and VIIRS, M*.hdf).
Daily data composited into 5-day and Monthly in
C:\Sat\Merged\5day and C:\Sat\Merged\Monthly. Total of 16
years, excluding 1996. Total of 239 monthly images. Missing JulAug 1997. Use 237 months for annual maxima analysis.
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Detecting global changes, cont.

•Data in float32 converted to byte in Log-scaled format, missing data (white)
due to clouds
•Make anomalies (monthly or 5-day)
cd C:\Sat
wam_anomaly C:\Sat\Merged\Monthly\CHL_25\*.hdf 12
mkdir Anomalies
move *anomaly.* Anomalies
mkdir Means
move *Means.hdf Means
move *ValidCounts.hdf Means
• We can now use wam_statist for time series like we did for ice concentration
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Detecting global changes in bloom magnitude
•We only have 2 months (Nov-Dec) of 1996 that are not representative of the full
year. Make a new folder, e.g. Hide, and move 1996 files to a that folder.
cd C:\Sat
mkdir Merged\Monthly\CHL_25\Hide
move Merged\Monthly\CHL_25\O1996*.hdf Merged\Monthly\CHL_25\Hide
wam_annual_max Merged\Monthly\CHL_25\*.hdf
•Uses 237 months of 19 years
•After it finishes in ~2 minutes, rename the output files in the folder where you
issued the command to: Max.hdf, Min.hdf, ValidCount.hdf, respectively
mkdir MinMax_25
move *Max.hdf MinMax_25\Max.hdf
move *Min.hdf MinMax_25\Min.hdf
move *ValidCounts.hdf MinMax_25\ValidCounts.hdf
move _.hdf_MaxDay.hdf MinMax_25\MaxDay.hdf
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Use Examine-Spectral Plot in WIM to visualize
annual changes in bloom magnitude
•Close WIM and load all datasets in Max.hdf in the right order.
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Use Examine-Spectral Plot in WIM to visualize
annual changes in bloom magnitude
•Look at the time series in individual pixels with Examine-Spectral
Plot. You have to hold down the right mouse button on the Spectral
Plot box and then move the mouse.
•You will see crosses that
correspond to each of the
year included
•Find interactively areas of
increased/decreased blooms,
e.g. along to West coast of
North America where the
increasing pattern shown in
the plot to the right can be
seen
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Creating a map showing significant changes in bloom magnitude
wam_trend MinMax_25\Max.hdf Sen
•Areas with significant increase are shown in red, areas with
significant decrease in blue, white areas have no significant
trend (at 90% significance).
•If the image is mostly green and not in the anomaly colors of
red, blue and white then you need to click on the Settings icon
in WIM, select Misc tab, and uncheck the Use Default LUT
checkbox. Then close WIM and load the file again.
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Creating a map showing significant changes in
bloom magnitude
•We evaluate statistical significance of the trends; default is 90%
wam_trend MinMax_25\Max.hdf Sen 95
wam_trend MinMax_25\Max.hdf Sen 99


Max_trend_sen_95.hdf
Max_trend_sen_99.hdf

Statistical significance at 90%, 95%, 99%. Image time series
is too short to detect trends at higher significance.
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Detecting global changes in bloom magnitude
•If the colors look very different, click on the Settings icon, then Misc
tab and uncheck Override LUT in HDF. Then close WIM and open again
by clicking (double-clicking) on the same image file.
•Explain the output; can view it in Google-Earth
•Compare results with those at http://spg.ucsd.edu/blooms.png and
http://spg.ucsd.edu/blooms.kmz - these are from a EOS article (Kahru
and Mitchell, 2008, see pdf). What is causing the difference?
•You can create time series plots of your area of interest using a mask,
a list of files and wam_statist, e.g.
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Detecting changes in bloom timing
cd C:\Sat
wam_trend MinMax_25\MaxDay.hdf Sen 90
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Detecting changes in phytoplankton
(particle) size structure
cd C:\Sat\SEAWIFS\L3\Monthly
wam_anomaly PSDXi_25\*.hdf 12
mkdir PSDXi_anomaly
move *anomaly.* PSDXi_anomaly
mkdir Means
move *Means.hdf Means\Means.hdf
move *Validcounts.hdf Means\ValidCounts.hdf
wam_trend PSDXi_anomaly\*.hdf Lin 99
wam_trend PSDXi_anomaly\*.hdf Sen 95
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Detecting change between 2 images
•To see available options type wam_change without arguments
cd C:\Sat
wam_change Merged\Monthly\CHL_25\E19990011999031_chl_comp.hdf
Merged\Monthly\CHL_25\E19980011998031_chl_comp.hdf

(all in one line!)

•Explain the results
(this compares Chl-a during El Nino
vs. La Nina in the California Current)
• Typical usage: show changes
in ice concentration
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Correlation of a set of images with a 1D Time Series
Multivariate ENSO index from
http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/enso/mei/index.html

•Using MEI time series MEI.csv in C:\Sat
•Chla datasets in C:\Sat\Merged\Monthly\CHL_25
•NOTE: If you have moved the two 1996 OCTS images (Nov,-Dec, 1996)
to the Hide folder, move them back!
•We want the longest possible time series for wam_correlation!
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Correlation with a Time Series, cont
Use MEI_semicolon.csv if in French (France)
cd C:\Sat
wam_correlation Merged\Monthly\CHL_25\*.hdf MEI.csv Sig=95
Saved 100*Corr.coeff + 128 in Corr__MEI.hdf
Used 209 images!
Rcrit (0.95) = 0.136, Rcrit (0.99) = 0.178
Processing time: 00:00:54

•Stretch colors with
•Find areas of max & min r
•Explain the results
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Summary
wam_annual_max  max for each pixel and each year

wam_trend  trend (slope) for each pixel (statist significance)
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Summary, cont.
wam_change  difference for each pixel

wam_correlation  r (correlation coefficient) for each pixel (statist
significance) between a series of images (2D) and a 1D time series

+
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wam_correlation_series  r (correlation coefficient) for each pixel
(statist significance) between 2 series of images (2D

+
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